Nomenclature

A
= area c = speed of light E b = blackbody emissive power G = incident radiation H .t / = Heaviside unit step function I = radiation intensity L, H , W = length, height, and width N = angular discrete order in S N approximation n = number of angular discretization Q = radiative heat ux R = re ectance r = position vector S = source term T = transmittance t = time t p = pulse width V = volume W = angular weight x, y, z = space coordinates°= weighting factor 1t 
I
NTEREST in the study of transient radiative transfer has been increasing in recent years mainly because of the applications of short pulse lasers in a variety of engineering and biomedical problems, such as laser ablation, 1 optical tomography, 2 laser-tissue interaction, 3 laser material processing of microstructures, 4 and others. The transientnature of radiationtransportin such applicationsis introduced via the inclusion of time derivative in the radiative transfer equation that accounts for the speed of radiation propagation. Some unique features associated with the transient radiation are being exploited and becoming well known, such as the thermal wave induced by pulsed laser heating 5 and the broadening of re ected and transmitted pulses after a laser pulse passes through a scattering medium.
6 Besides these emerging technologies, transient radiative transfer is also of signi cant in traditionalapplications,for instance, in astrophysical radiation hydrodynamics, 7 where the physical domain is very large. Note that the transient radiative transfer in the present study includes not only the transient boundary conditions as is done in the traditional concept of transient transfer, 8 but most important, it also incorporates the effect of radiation propagation speed in the governing equations.
The transient effects due to the speed of radiation propagation are only important for times of the order the characteristic time of travel of radiation along a characteristic path length within the geometry under consideration.A typical order of magnitude of this characteristic time can be estimated by dividing the characteristic length with the speed of propagation (which is the speed of light in the particular medium). For applications such as tissues where the characteristic length varies from few millimeters to dozens of 289
